
Has Image Become Everything: 

Breast Size

Breasts, a good proportion of us have been fed by them and later in our lives 
obsessed with them, in an era where image is everything the quest for physical 
perfection has never been more intense. 

As the digital world expands our visual space we have become increasingly 
discerning in our perception of perfection however you have to question is there 
really a perfect breast size? 

There are significant cultural differences when it comes to breast size Western 
cultures celebrate larger more bucksome breast whereas other cultures such as 
South American and Asian prefer smaller pert breasts. In fact Brazilian, 
Caribbean and African cultures put emphasis and attention on the hips and the 
derriere, women who are adorned with these physical attributes are seen as 
fertile and strong. 

Studies have shown when a man is looking for a mate there are key points he 
looks out for; fuller lips and wider hips this tells that man thats she’s ovulating 
and ready to cohabit. Conversely a woman would look out for symmetry in the 
face, broad shoulders and a relatively small waist in a man this is known in 
scientific circles as the “V” shape torso which tells the female that the man has 
good genes which offer potential for strong healthy offspring. 

 Evidence has also shown that in western societies the average breast size has 
increased from 34b in the 90’s to 36c in the noughties, one of the factors for this 
change is what we consume from the media and more increasingly almost 
ubiquitously through digital media. 

With celebrity and reality seemingly homogenised and online technologies used 
as a powerful conduit, this has had a pervasive and profound way in changing 
our ideals and perspectives on the right breast size. In 2010 the UK saw a 10 
percent surge in breast augmentation fueled by sexy A-listers such as Christina 
Hendricks of the hit U.S show “Mad Men”. 

However there is a dark side in pursuing the perfect breast size, one of the most 
common side effects of augmented breasts are; they can look unnatural, rippling 
effect is another side effect where the skin on the side of the breasts collapses 
from being spread too thin and there will always be a permanent scar left over as
a result of surgery. Not to mention the 10 year replacements the constant 
massaging, back problems and infections, it begs the question is this superficial 



desire worth it? 

Some may argue the pressure to look flawless and in proportion has become too 
great, and has distorted the general perspective on what constitutes a good 
breast size. And neurological traits such as characteristics, personality and 
intellect are less exposed.

Of course we can’t deny the psychological benefits for the women who have had 
successful surgery and its well known that theses procedures enhance 
confidence and eradicate self esteem issues. The reality is that everybody is 
different and everyone has there own preference, 

most guys in general go for the whole package whether she’s a E cup or an A 
cup, if you were to ask most couples what attracted them to their partner it 
wouldn't be perfect breast size, the bottom line is, love yourself and someone will
join you. 

 

 



 


